
Liberty Bridge Road Practice

Your online consultation request for 
Anxiety

SUBMITTED ON:
Wednesday, 8th of January at 12:27:33 

eConsult reference number for this request:
E278E2CC

Liz,

The answers to your online GP consultation for anxiety are below.

Your practice will call you or email you by 6:30PM on Thursday,
9th of January with your GP's feedback and treatment details.

Here are two important tips for ensuring you receive a
response:

A call from your practice may sometimes appear on your
phone as "Blocked", "No caller ID" or "Private number"
Check your junk email folder

If your doctor gives you a prescription, they will let you know where
and when you can pick it up when they call you.

IMPORTANT: if your condition worsens or if you find the details you
submitted are incorrect, please call the practice immediately on 020
8496 7000.

Your full name:
Liz Perloff

Your date of birth: 
12 January 1966

Phone:
07475100000

Email:
fromthepenof@my.com

Address:
6 Barrier Point Road, London, E16 2SB

NOW WE JUST NEED TO KNOW WHAT KIND OF HELP YOU WOULD LIKE:

Before we ask you detailed questions about your
condition, please tell us what would you like to achieve
from this consultation?

You said: "To stop the cruelness of ignoring me. Due to misinformation. of iCope and
Dr D-S claiming that my psychology reported that my symptoms are due to ‘distress
& my inability to cope with pain’. When the report actually says 
(...) “to assess the degree of distress experienced, the Impact of Events Scale-
Revised was completed. 
Liz’s score was 51, out of 88, highlighting the significance of the impact the current
complaint process has on Liz.“"

Is there any particular treatment you would like to
request? What would you like to request?

Yes
You said: "cont. moderate scores were highlighted in difficulties for Avoidance,
Intrusion and Hyperarousal subscales. “
Which would explain my compulsion to double check all records and treatment/
correct inaccuracies and omissions.
from the report.
(...) “Liz’s recurrent experiences of combative discussions with health care services
have appeared to reinforce unhelpful patterns of inter-relational interactions and
leave Liz with a sense of powerlessness,"

Would you like help from a particular GP? If the doctor
that you requested is not available, another doctor
at the practice will contact you

Yes

Please tell us the name of the GP you would like help
from

You said: "dr dwyer-smith"

WE'LL NOW ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR SYMPTOMS:

Have you seen your GP about anxiety or symptoms
related to anxiety in the past?

Yes

Please tell us when you last saw your GP about this
and what the outcome was

You said: "from the report cont (...)”which may inadvertently re-traumatise her, as
someone who has previously experienced feelings of relational trauma (or unsafety),
when in discussions with those reviewing her complaint.”"

Have you tried anything for this in the past? Yes

Please tell us what those treatments were. Treatment
names, dosages, when you started and stopped the
treatment

You said: "cont. 42 emails over 4 months for a referral for my foot and hips. injuries
not due to osteoarthritis. So treatment was needed. 1 year ignoring treatment
requests for the leg nerve damage. ignoring the medical imaging mistakes. Or sitting
back and watching whilst i was subjected to degrading behaviour. Was awful.
However, for LBRP to ignore my pleas read the report. And accept the conclusion of
‘distress due to pain’ from Camden. Causing me further humiliation and trauma Is
barbaric."

Did they work? Somewhat
You said: "these anxiety questions are misleading. As they dont capture how i feel
when i am in a combative ( is their any other kind? ) health care situation.

when if i had spare energy to focus on how i was feeling, i would guestimate that i
would score full marks"

At what age did your anxiety first start? You said: "...."

Please tell us how long you have felt like this for? More than 6 months



On a scale of one to ten, how severe would you say
your anxiety is at present?

7

Over the last two weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?

Feeling nervous, anxious or on edge? Several days

Not being able to stop or control worrying? Several days

Worrying too much about different things? Not at all

Trouble relaxing? Several days

Being so restless that it is hard to sit still? Not at all

Becoming easily annoyed or irritable? Nearly every day

Feeling afraid as if something awful might happen? Several days

Do you also have low mood or depression-like
symptoms?

Yes

Have you seen your GP about depression or symptoms
related to depression in the past?

Yes

Please tell us when you last saw your GP about this
and what the outcome was

You said: "hahahaha, as if anyone would take anything i say seriously. so i have to
question at what stage of being on the substandard healthcare process. Is someone
deemed vulnerable? After 1 year, 2 years, more, less? Or, never. if the ‘vulnerability is
caused due to ‘ challenging healthcare providers’ and as a result of unmet/ untreated
healthcare needs?"

Have you tried anything for this in the past? Yes

Please tell us what those treatments were. Treatment
names, dosages, when you started and stopped the
treatment

You said: "read volume 20, chapter 17 of my compliants for more info."

Did they work? No

At what age did your depression first start? You said: "..."

Please tell us how long you have felt like this for? More than 6 months

On a scale of one to ten, how severe would you say
your low mood is at present?

8

Over the last two weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?

Little interest or pleasure in doing things? Nearly every day

Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless? Nearly every day

Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much? Nearly every day

Feeling tired or having little energy? Nearly every day

Poor appetite or overeating? More than half the days

Feeling bad about yourself - or that you are a failure or
have let yourself or your family down?

Several days

Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the
newspaper or watching television?

Not at all

Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could
have noticed? Or the opposite - being so fidgety or
restless that you have been moving around a lot more
than usual?

Not at all

Thoughts that you would be better off dead, or of
hurting yourself in some way?

More than half the days

Has it been hard to do your work, take care of your
home or get along with people?

Yes, I’m not managing at all

Do you have any idea what has triggered this particular
episode?

You said: "i have given my version several times. but it has been ignored in favour of
the sanitised pro NHS propaganda."

Are you trying anything now? Yes

Please tell us what those treatments are. Treatment
names, dosages, when you started the treatment

You said: "..."

Are they working? No

Do you currently feel suicidal or feel like hurting
yourself or someone else?

No

Do you have any financial or housing concerns? No

Are you currently working? No



Do you live alone? Yes

Are you able to socialise regularly with others? No

Are you in a relationship at the moment? No

Have you told anyone how you’re feeling? Yes

Do you have a history of any other mental health
condition not previously mentioned?

No

Do you take any recreational drugs? No

Is there anything else you think we should know? Yes
You said: "i am tired and very tearful at yet another betrayal. so i going no contact
until 1/02/2020.
please DO NOT contact me before then.

i will copy and paste this and email it to LBRP, the CCG and my MP."

JUST A FEW LAST QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR GENERAL HEALTH:

Do you have any other medical conditions? For
example: gastric ulcer, asthma, heart disease, liver
disease, deep vein thrombosis (DVT)

Yes
You said: "..."

Are you taking any prescribed drugs not related to this
condition?

No

Are you taking any other drugs? For example: over-the-
counter medication from your pharmacist

Yes
You said: "..."

Are you receiving any other treatment, like physio? Yes
You said: "..."

Do you have any family history of illness? For example:
heart disease, cancer

No

Do you know how many units of alcohol you drink each
week? (1 pint of beer is approximately two units and
one small glass of wine is 1 unit)

Don't know

Do you smoke? No, but I used to smoke

Are you allergic to any drugs or creams? No

Are you pregnant or have given birth in the last 12
weeks?

No

Are you breast feeding? No
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